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bstract

This paper presents a review of existing dynamic electrical battery models and subsequently describes a new mathematical model of a lead
cid battery, using a non-linear function for the maximum available energy related to the battery discharge rate. The battery state of charge (SOC)
s expressed in a look-up table relative to the battery open circuit voltage (VOC). This look-up table has been developed through low discharge
xperiments of the battery modelled. Further, both the internal resistance and self-discharge resistance of the battery are subsequently expressed
s functions of the open circuit voltage. By using an electrical model with these characteristics and a temperature compensation element to model
ifferent rates of charge and discharge, a relatively simple and accurate battery model has been developed.

The new model takes into account battery storage capacity, internal resistance, self-discharge resistance, the electric losses and the temperature
ependence of a lead acid battery. It is shown in this paper how the necessary parameters for the model were found. The battery modelled was a

awker Genesis 42 Ah rated gelled lead acid battery.
The simulation results of the new model are compared with test data recorded from battery discharge tests, which validate the accuracy of the

ew model.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

This paper forms the first part of a series of papers describing,
odelling and testing a complete domestic scale fuel cell (FC)

ombined heat and power (CHP) system. This FC CHP system,
uilt at the University of Strathclyde, has been described in detail
n [1]. The motivation to develop a new battery model within the

atlab/Simulink environment lies in the study of a domestic
cale fuel cell system, in which a lead acid battery bank is used
s an energy storage/buffer device. To simulate and study the
verall FC system the behaviour of each element, in this first
ase the lead acid battery, has to be fully understood and models

hort term discharge performance before going on in a separate
aper to investigate long term cycling effects.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: m.duerr@eee.strath.ac.uk (M. Dürr).
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Most of the commercial research in stationary FC tech-
ology is concentrated in the development of grid-connected
ystems, which typically do not have integrated thermal and
lectric buffer/storage systems [2]. This is mainly due to cost
easons, as the control system will be less complicated and
herefore less expensive, the costs for the buffer devices will
e avoided and operation and maintenance costs (O&M costs)
ill be reduced. Any additional electrical power, e.g. for fast or
eak load changes, will be drawn from the electrical grid for
uch a system. That kind of system configuration is primarily
uitable for integration in infrastructures with an existing elec-
rical grid connection, hence, mainly in urban areas. The FC
ystem is electric power controlled, which makes it necessary
o match electrical supply and demand powers at all times. Due
o cost concerns it is more economic to use a hybrid FC/battery

ystem than purely a FC only system.

The advantages of a hybrid FC/battery system for a grid inde-
endent system can be easily understood by analysing a typical
omestic load profile (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Typical single household load profile in the UK, summer period [3].

A domestic electric load profile of a typical single household
n the UK (summer period) gives an average power demand
f 0.5 kWe, but a peak power demand of greater than 7 kWe.
his profile is assumed constant throughout the year, as thermal
emand is anticipated to be met through an existing central heat-
ng system. With FC prices currently between £1500 kWe

−1 and
5000 kWe

−1, FC stacks remain far more expensive than bat-
ery systems (£70–300 kWh−1); hence, it makes economic sense
o use a FC with a rating of approximately the average power
emand to allow a relatively high running time of the FC [4–6].
he additional power is provided by a backup system (e.g. bat-
eries).
The FC system developed at Strathclyde University uses an

lkaline fuel cell (AFC) that has a current increase limitation of

m
a
t

ig. 2. Comparison of different secondary batteries [8,10]. (*) Hawker Genesis 42 Ah
urces 161 (2006) 1400–1411 1401

0 A s−1, which makes it necessary to provide additional power
or sudden load demands from batteries.

Mainly for cost reasons (e.g. see Fig. 4) the FC/battery hybrid
ystem will use lead acid batteries and in particular gel-filled
awker Genesis 12 V dc 42 Ah types to minimise the safety risk
f acid leakage within an fuel cell system environment. Nonethe-
ess, the model described here can be used for other battery types
y changing the energy–voltage characteristic and the internal
odel parameters as introduced later. In the following sections,

he experimental tests used to determine these parameters with
simple battery test station are described followed by a detailed
resentation of the battery model developed.

.1. Lead acid batteries

Lead acid batteries are still the most common devices to store
nd deliver electricity in the range from 5 V to 24 V dc [7]. A
ow price, high availability and ease of manufacture account for
he wide use of the lead acid battery in many designs, sizes,
nd system voltages. The lead acid battery is almost always
he least expensive storage battery for any application, while
till providing reasonable performance and life characteristics.
ig. 2 gives a comparison of main characteristics for commonly
sed types of secondary batteries. The numbers 1–5 give a rating
rom 1—excellent to 5—poor performance.

During the mid 1970s the design of the lead acid battery
as been improved by the development of the maintenance-free
ead acid battery that could operate in any position. The liq-
id electrolyte was transformed into moistened separators and
he enclosure was sealed. Safety valves were added to allow
arket needs, two lead acid systems emerged: the sealed lead
cid (SLA), also known under the brand name of Gelcell, and
he valve-regulated lead acid (VRLA).

at C10 discharge rate [9]. (**) Hawker Genesis at 100% depth of discharge [9].
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. Battery models

As mentioned before, it is very difficult to develop a truly
eneric model, which takes all factors of a battery into account.
epending on the use of the model different approaches have
een made.

In the following section some of the most common electrical
ircuit battery models are introduced and their main features are
xplained.

.1. Simple model

The most simple and commonly used model of a battery con-
ists of a constant resistance Rb in series with an ideal voltage
ource E0 [e.g. 11]. The open circuit voltage VOC gives the
oltage across the ideal battery, whereas the voltage across the
deal battery and resistance Rb gives the terminal voltage of the
attery Vb.

This simple model does not take into account the true internal
esistance of the battery, which is highly related to the state
f charge and the electrolyte concentration. In this case, the
nergy drawn can be unlimited. This model is only suitable for
pplications where the state of charge is not important, i.e. very
implistic modelling.

.2. Improved simple model

To take recognition of the role of the state of charge this
attery model varies the resistance of the battery, i.e. Rb is now
function of the state of charge (SOC). The block diagram is the
ame as for the simple model in Fig. 3 with the only difference
hat Rb is variable resistor depending on the state of charge. A
ypical equation for Rb is:

b = Ro

Sk
(1)

here

= 1 − Ah

C10
(2)

10 is the 10-h capacity (Ah) at a reference temperature, A the
ischarge current (A), h the time of discharging (h), Ro the resis-
ance of the fully charged battery (�), S the state of charge factor,

nd k is the capacity coefficient.

S varies from 0, for fully discharged up to 1, for fully charged.
he coefficient k in the improved simple model takes the change

n battery capacity under different discharge rates into account,

Fig. 3. Simple battery model.
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Fig. 4. Battery capacity vs. discharge rate.

imilar to the so-called Peukert factor [12]. The Peukert equa-
ion gives a simple empirical relationship between the battery
apacity and the discharge range, shown in Fig. 4.

The relationship can be written in the form of:

ap = F × Iy (3)

ith Cap the battery capacity (Ah), I the discharge current (A), F
he constant factor (h), y the constant exponential factor (Peukert
actor).

.3. Thevenin battery model

The other common basic battery model describes a battery
ith an ideal battery voltage (E0), internal resistance (R), a

apacitance (Co), and an over-voltage resistance (Ro) [13–15].
o represents the actual capacitance of the battery, the so-called
ouble layer capacitance, and the resistor Ro represents the resis-
ance contributed by the contact resistance of the plates and the
lectrolyte. The main disadvantage of this model is that all the
omponents are constant, whereas in reality all these charac-
eristics vary dependent on the state of charge (SOC) and the
ischarge rate. Especially there is no recognition in the model
f the battery electrochemistry, the so-called Faradaic process,
nd the resulting limitations from it.

.4. Non-linear dynamic battery model

A more realistic dynamic battery model has been created
y expanding the Thevenin model, to take account of the non-
inear parameters [15,16]. The internal resistance, self-discharge
esistance and overcharge resistance are characterised and the
harging and discharging processes of the battery are separated
Fig. 5).

The values of these elements are functions of the open circuit

oltage of the battery, which in turn is an indirect expression of
he state of charge of the battery. The model is pictured in Fig. 6.

The elements involved in this model can be described as fol-
ows:
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Fig. 5. Thevenin battery model.

Cb – battery capacitance – the battery is an electrical storage
device, which is considered equivalent to a capacitor. The
SOC therefore is described in terms of the amount of stored
charge. The capacitance Cb of the battery can be modelled as
a controlled voltage source within Matlab, which is controlled
relative to the state of charge of the battery.
Rp – self-discharge resistance – Rp takes into account that the
battery has a small self-discharge leakage current which is a
function of the open circuit voltage.
Ric and Rid – internal resistance – Ric and Rid take the resis-
tance of the electrolyte and the resistance of the battery plates
into account. These resistances are different between the
charge and discharge processes.
Rco, Rdo, and Co – the voltage drop at switch on in a lead acid
battery cannot be represented solely by the contribution of the
internal resistance. In fact, the overpotential is the most impor-
tant factor in the voltage drop. The overpotential is caused by
mass transport and activation limitations on the cathode and
anode of the battery. In an electrical circuit model, this drop
can be expressed with a parallel R–C branch. The voltage
drop for the charge and discharge process is represented by
Rco and Rdo, whereas Co represents the double layer capaci-
tance behaviour of the battery during charge and discharge.

This model takes into account the variation of the elements
ith the open circuit voltage VOC, taken from measurement

nd/or data sheets. This data is used to create functions of the
apacity and resistances of the battery relative to the open cir-
uit voltage, and hence the model behaves more accurately. The
oltage dependent capacitance curve has been determined by

urve fitting to sets of experimental data as [7]:

= k × e(W×(Vm−VOC))F (4)

Fig. 6. Dynamic battery model.
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ig. 8. Capacity–open circuit voltage characteristic (integration of Fig. 9).

ith C the battery element modelled, capacitance (F), k the con-
tant (gain factor), W the width factor (negative value), Vm the
ean voltage (in this model 12.4 V), VOC the open circuit volt-

ge, and F is the flatness factor (set to 2).
This parabolic battery capacitance function/curve is centred

bout the open circuit voltage of the fully charged battery. F was
hosen to be equal to 2, which gives a parabolic function. By
arying the negative factor W the curve was chosen such that the
rea under the curve was equal to unity, therefore enabling the
oefficient k to be fit to the manufacturers stated battery capacity.
he parabolic curve is pictured in Fig. 7 and the integral of this

unction is given in Fig. 8.
Similar functions are used in other model approaches (e.g.

dvisor battery model [17]) to estimate the relationship between
pen circuit voltage and energy state of charge of the battery.

. A new approach to a dynamic battery computer
odel

Recognising that many factors influence battery behaviour
nd that there are difficulties in describing them accurately and
imply in a dynamic, non-linear model, a new approach to bat-

ery modelling is presented. Based on the non-linear battery

odel in Section 2.4 the author’s model uses a new approach
o determine the open circuit voltage during a dynamic simula-
ion. In the new model, the open circuit voltage VOC depends
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Fig. 9. New dynamic battery model.

n the actual discharge current IB, the energy drawn from the
attery Ecd and the battery temperature T. All model parameters
re non-linear and are described using mathematical functions.

A schematic of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 9. The
odel was implemented in Matlab/Simulink and uses elements

rom the Power System Blockset.
The dynamic model described in Section 2.4 demonstrates

ood correlation with experimental results; however, the battery
s not an ideal capacitor, which makes the model inaccurate for
ifferent discharge rates. The drawback of this model is that the
quation used to determine the capacity of the battery can only
e an approximation of the real battery capacity and the accu-
acy of the used mathematical function representing the battery
apacity. Further the capacitance is modelled as a complicated
athematical function using various mathematical parameters,
hich complicates the battery model (see Fig. 7 and Eq. (4)).
The author’s model develops a new simple approach relating

he calculated remaining energy of the battery to the open cir-
uit voltage using a look-up table, which is based on discharge
ests at low discharge rates. A block diagram of the algorithm to
etermine the open circuit voltage VOC is given in Fig. 10.

This model uses the initial battery current IB, when connected
o a load, to predict the maximum available energy at a given
emperature. Hence, different rates of discharge at different tem-
eratures can be accurately modelled. The energy being drawn
rom the battery is dynamically calculated and subtracted from

he initial energy to give a value of remaining battery energy and
tate of charge (SOC). Knowing the remaining battery energy
llows a new value for the battery open circuit voltage to be
etermined using the look-up table.

ig. 10. Algorithm to determine open circuit voltage of the battery model.
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Fig. 11. Constant discharge current IB vs. maximum energy.

Several discharge tests at different constant current rates have
een carried out and the results have been used to determine a
imple function to describe the relationship between discharge
ate and maximum available energy accurately.

The test results for the modelled 42 Ah Hawker Genesis bat-
ery and the curve that represents this data is shown in Fig. 11.

The function was defined as:

max = 141.29 × I2
B − 19601 × IB + 1.478 × 106 (5)

t each time step of the simulation the energy drawn from the
attery is calculated with the equation:

cd =
∫

VbIB δt (6)

ith Ecd the energy drawn from battery (J), Vb the battery ter-
inal voltage (V), IB the battery current (A), and t the time (s).
The model assumes that the simulation starts with a fully

harged battery, hence, the initial energy of the battery equals
max. For each time step of the simulation the remaining battery
nergy EL is defined as:

L = Emax − Ecd (7)

onsequently, the battery state of charge SOC can be dynam-
cally expressed as the quotient of remaining energy EL and
aximum energy Emax:

OC = EL

Emax
(8)

.1. The energy versus open circuit voltage look-up table

The remaining energy EL versus open circuit voltage (VOC)
haracteristic is implemented using experimental data derived
rom a low discharge rate test. Experiments have shown that the
pen circuit voltage VOC for a fully charged battery is given
s 12.81 V with a related battery energy of 1.5 × 106 J. Fully
ischarged the battery open circuit voltage drops to 11.58 V and
he remaining energy EL equals zero.

The characteristic shown in Fig. 12 has been implemented in

he model as a look-up table with the input variable as remaining
nergy EL and the output variable as open circuit voltage (VOC).

A low rate constant discharge test has been carried out and
he energy drawn from the battery Ecd has been calculated using
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Fig. 12. Battery remaining energy EL vs. open circuit voltage.

q. (6). The maximum energy Emax is known for the chosen
ischarge rate for the tested discharge and has been used to
alculate the remaining energy EL with Eq. (7).

The energy–VOC look-up table has been generated from
xperimental results. Using the described battery discharge sta-
ion a constant low rate discharge test has been carried out. The
ischarge time t, the current IB and the battery terminal volt-
ge Vb have been recorded. This information allows calculating
he remaining battery energy EL. The test station has been pro-
rammed to disconnect the load after a specified discharge time
t. The battery voltage recovers and stabilise at the open circuit

oltage VOC. The measured VOC is related to the calculated
attery energy EL for the specified discharge time. The proce-
ure has been repeated till the battery has been fully discharged
nd an energy/VOC look-up table has been generated. A typical
ischarge pattern for this test is shown in Fig. 13.

.2. Internal resistance for charge and discharge of the
attery
The internal resistance, Ri, will vary over the voltage range
f the battery and is dependent on the direction of current flow
charge or discharge).

Fig. 13. Discharge pattern.

3

t
o

Fig. 14. Circuit diagram internal resistance test.

To determine these parameters, a resistor was connected to
he battery as shown in Fig. 14.

By opening and closing the switch two different values of
oltage can be can measured at the battery terminals; with the
witch open the open circuit voltage VOC is measured and with
he switch closed the battery voltage Vb is measured. The electric
ircuit equation is given below:

b = VOC
R

Ri + R
(9)

ence, the internal resistance can be expressed with:

i = R
(VOC − Vb)

Vb
(10)

easuring the voltage VOC and Vb at different states of charge
eads to the curves presented in Figs. 15 and 16.

The transient that occurs during switching between two dif-
erent load levels can be used to determine the capacitance of
he battery discussed in Section 3.4.

The internal resistors for charge and discharge cycles are
odelled as series resistances. They are modelled in Simulink

sing controlled voltage sources.

.3. Self-discharge resistance of the battery
The self-discharge phenomenon of lead acid batteries is due
o the fact that the electrode reactions are normally in favour
f the discharge reaction, which means thermodynamically the

Fig. 15. Internal resistance during discharging, Rid.
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Fig. 16. Internal resistance during charging, Ric.

ischarged state is the most stable [8]. Lead and lead dioxide are
nstable in sulphuric acid, and on open circuit, they react with
he electrolyte. These reactions generate oxygen on the positive
lectrode (Eq. (11)) and hydrogen on the negative electrode (Eq.
12)).

bO2 + H2SO4 → PbSO4 + H2O + 0.5O2 (11)

b + H2SO4 → PbSO4 + H2 (12)

hese chemical reactions typically cause the self-discharge of a
ead acid battery [8].

The self-discharge resistance Rp, is modelled in the same
ashion as the other non-linear resistances dependent on VOC,
.g. shown in Section 2.4. By knowing the state of charge versus
pen circuit voltage characteristic of a battery the self-discharge
esistance can be estimated for different states of charge.

The battery voltage of the modelled Hawker Genesis bat-
ery was recorded over a period of 6 months. Fig. 17 shows
he measured drop in battery VOC caused by the self-discharge
henomenon for this test.

The open circuit voltage is related to a characteristic energy
evel (e.g. Fig. 13). By monitoring the gradual voltage drop of
n isolated battery over a long period (typically 2–6 months) the

nergy losses can be deduced via the Emax versus VOC char-
cteristic (Fig. 11). The author assumes that the self-discharge
urrent is nearly zero, which leads to a maximum battery energy
max of 1.478 MJ. The energy loss relative to the maximum bat-

Fig. 17. Open circuit voltage drop caused by self-discharge.
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Fig. 18. Self-discharge resistance related to open circuit voltage.

ery energy can then be calculated.

E = Emax(1 − SOC) (13)

he average self-discharge current flow can be expressed using:

= �E

VOC × t
(14)

his leads to the self-discharge resistance:

p = VOC

I
(15)

here Rp is the self-discharge resistance of the battery (�), I the
urrent caused by self-discharged (A), Emax the maximum bat-
ery energy (J), �E the battery energy during the self-discharge
est (J), t the time data of self-discharge test (s), VOC the average
pen circuit voltage between two points of the self-discharge test
V), and SOC is the battery state of charge.

The self-discharge resistance derived, relative to the open
ircuit voltage, is illustrated in Fig. 18 and implemented in the
ynamic battery model.

.4. Faradaic resistance and double layer capacitance
lements

The parallel resistor Ro–capacitor Co branch is implemented
n the electrical circuit model to take into account the double
ayer capacitance of the battery and the voltage drop caused
y the electrode kinetics and the Faradaic process under load
onditions. Especially activation losses at low load current and
ass transport losses at higher current reduce the ideal battery

erminal voltage.
A parallel capacitor–resistor (Ro–Co) network models this

ehaviour during charging and discharging of the battery. Ro is
art of the internal resistance and are included in the values given
n Figs. 15 and 16. The double layer capacitance Co was deter-

ined through tests, recording the voltage transient behaviour

f the battery during switching between two different load levels
1 and R1 + R2. The experimental set-up is pictured in Fig. 19.

The voltage response was recorded using a digital storage
scilloscope and the time constant τ was determined (Fig. 20).
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Fig. 19. Test set-up to determine the battery double layer capacitance.

The capacitance was than calculated using Eq. (16).

o = τ

Rc
(16)

c represents the resistance of the battery circuit (Ri, Ro) con-
ected to the load (R1) and has been calculated to:

c = Ro × (Ri + R1)

Ro + (Ri + R1)
(17)

o has been calculated to 250 mF for the investigated Hawker
enesis battery.

.5. Temperature effects on the battery performance

The temperature at which the battery is discharged has an
mportant effect on its available capacity and hence voltage char-
cteristic. This is due to the reduction in chemical activity and the
ncrease in battery internal resistance at lower temperatures [8].
owering the temperature will result in a reduction of capacity as

ell as an increase in the slope of the discharge curve (Fig. 21).
he performance will vary for different battery systems, but in
eneral the optimum performance is obtained between 15 ◦C
nd 25 ◦C. At higher temperatures, chemical deterioration of

Fig. 20. Experimental determination of time constant τ.
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ig. 21. Battery capacity vs. temperature characteristic for Hawker Genesis [18].

he battery plates and electrolyte may be rapid enough during
ischarge to cause a loss in capacity and over a longer period
ould severely reduce the lifetime of the battery due to positive
rid corrosion.

However, to be able to model the battery behaviour at lower
nd higher temperatures, temperatures between 0 ◦C and 40 ◦C
ave been taken into account for the model.

As expected, laboratory tests have shown that the capacity of
he battery decreases at lower temperatures, implying the bat-
ery capacity is temperature dependent. Different approaches to
mplement thermal effects in battery models are suggested in
efs. [12,15,19].

In the author’s model the maximum battery capacity has
een adjusted for temperature, as shown in Fig. 21, by using
anufacturer’s data [9,18]. As suggested from the battery man-

facturer the author’s model uses a function, which describes
he capacity–temperature characteristic. The empirical function
f this compensation factor FTemp has the following form:

Temp = −0.002T 2 + 0.793T + 82.42

100
(18)

ith T the battery temperature (◦C) and FTemp the compensation
actor.

The temperature corrected maximum energy Emax,corr is
efined as the product of the compensation factor FTemp and
he nominal maximum energy Emax, which is given at 25 ◦C.

max ,corr = FTemp × Emax (19)

. Discharge tests

To verify the simulation results it was necessary to carry

ut a range of tests using a 42 Ah Hawker Genesis battery. For
his purpose a test station was built, consisting of an electronic
oad (model: Emerson Electronic load EL-300), measurement
quipment for voltage, current and temperature and a computer
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application of a stationary fuel cell/battery CHP system the
batteries are expected to work in an environment of approxi-
mately 15–30 ◦C. However, for short periods the batteries could

Fig. 24. Voltage–time characteristic 5 A discharge.
Fig. 22. Battery test station.

ata acquisition system. Furthermore an environmental cham-
er (model: Thermotron SM32-C Environmental Chamber) was
sed to undertake tests over a range of different temperatures.
ig. 22 shows the battery test station.

The tests involved repeated discharge and charge tests of the
attery, where the discharge time, the battery voltage, the dis-
harge/charge current and the temperature of the battery were
ecorded.

Furthermore, the battery test station equipment was used to
etermine the non-linear characteristics of the internal resis-
ance, the self-discharge resistance, the variable resistance Ro
nd capacitance Co values of the battery related to open cir-
uit voltage (previously discussed in Section 3.4). The results
etermined were implemented in the battery model, which char-
cterised these parameters relative to the open circuit voltage
OC. The test data obtained was compared with simulation

esults and data from the battery manufacturer.

.1. Battery discharge tests at different rates at standard
emperature

To analyse the accuracy of the model over a wide band of
ischarge rates several discharge tests have been undertaken and
he results have been compared with the simulation results. The
esults of 1 A, 5 A and 20 A discharge tests at standard tempera-
ure (25 ◦C) are shown in Figs. 23–25 compared to simulations
uing the author’s model. Close correlation between simulation
nd test results is demonstrated in all cases.

The maximum deviation between simulation results and test
ata is 0.1 V, which gives a maximum error of less than 1%
elative to the experimental data. The error is mainly caused by
wo main model characteristics:

VOC versus SOC characteristic;
IB versus Emax characteristic.
Both are approximations of the true relationships between the
attery parameters, and are based on test and manufacturers data.
owever, the small error experienced can be accepted, seeing

he model advantages of the simplifications.
Fig. 23. Voltage–time characteristic 1 A discharge.

.2. Battery constant 10 A discharge test at different
emperatures

As explained in Section 3.5 temperature has a strong influence
n the battery performance, and this influence is implemented
n the new model by variation of the maximum available capac-
ty/energy of the battery according to Fig. 21. For the chosen
Fig. 25. Voltage–time characteristic 20 A discharge.
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Fig. 26. Voltage–time characteristic 10 A discharge at 0 ◦C a

perate at higher or lower temperatures. To protect the batter-
es temperatures below 0 ◦C and higher than 40 ◦C have to be
voided.

Fig. 26 shows simulation and experimental results for a 10 A
ischarge test at a temperature of 0 ◦C and 40 ◦C compared to a
0 A discharge test at standard conditions (25 ◦C).

As a result of the temperature corrected maximum energy,
he battery model is able to forecast the battery behaviour

ithin the modelled temperature range. As shown in Fig. 26

he model results predict the actual battery discharge relatively
ccurate.

f
t
a

Fig. 27. Load
◦C compared to standard condition discharge test at 25 ◦C.

.3. Discharge at a typical load profile

The battery model will be used as a part of a domestic scale
ybrid fuel cell/battery system model; hence, a discharge test
t a predefined, typical load profile was carried out (see current
rofile in Fig. 28): This load profile was chosen to ‘represent’ a
ypical domestic electrical demand at a constant temperature of
5 ◦C. The discharge current for the single 42 Ah battery varies

rom 5 A to 50 A during the 1 h test duration. The experimen-
al results have been compared to simulation results from the
uthor’s model.

model.
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Fig. 28. Load profile discharge test.

The variable load has been modelled as a parallel resistor
ank as shown in Fig. 27.

The various resistors can be switched on or off according to
he demanded load at the time.

In Fig. 28 the voltage and current characteristics for the test
nd the simulation are illustrated. It can be seen that the simu-
ation closely matches the test results, supporting the author’s
laim of a robust and accurate battery model.

.4. Transient response

To investigate the transient response accuracy of the battery
odel, load switching tests have been carried out. Figs. 29 and 30

how the current and voltage response for a load switching test
rom 0 A to 37 A. In both figures the actual test results have been
ompared with the simulation results.

The results show that the model predicts the battery behaviour
ccurately. The current spike, paired with a voltage drop, at

witching time is caused by the use of a filament light bulb
oad during the experiment, whereas in the simulation the load
s modelled as an ideal resistor bank, hence, no current spike
ccurs in the simulation.

Fig. 29. Switching test current response.
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Fig. 30. Switching test voltage response.

. Discussion of the results and conclusions to the
attery model

The mathematical model developed during this work accu-
ately describes the behaviour of a lead acid battery under typical
ischarge conditions.

By developing and modelling a look-up table to describe the
attery state of charge vs. voltage characteristic a simple but
ccurate method has been developed to model a typically highly
on-linear lead acid battery.

The non-linear elements of the battery, such as the internal
esistance and the self-discharge resistance have been expressed
y functions dependent on the open circuit voltage of the battery.
he non-linear functions were determined by experiment and/or

aken from the manufacturer’s data.
Moreover, a temperature compensation element has been

mplemented in the model to take account of the temperature
ffects on the capacity of the battery. Due to the complex elec-
rochemical reactions taking place in the battery the tempera-
ure compensation element is only considered to be accurate at
resent in the range between 0 ◦C and 40 ◦C. This limitation
s acceptable for the battery buffer/storage device that will be
ltimately employed in the Strathclyde University FC system.

As stated before other factors (e.g. cycle history, internal cor-
osion) influence the battery parameters (e.g. SOC, true capacity)
nd consequently the battery performance. However, the method
uggested provides an easy and practical way to model the bat-
ery behaviour for the mentioned application of a fuel cell/battery
ystem.

Switching tests and simulations have shown that the model
an be used to simulate different load profiles. The load has
een changed over a range of nearly 50 A and the model pre-
icted exactly the voltage and current behaviour of the battery.
dditionally the battery’s fast transient response to an abrupt

oad changes has been tested and simulated. Once more the bat-
ery response was accurately forecasted by the simulation using
he new developed improved battery model.

It remains to be proven that the author’s model is also valid for

he charging cycle of a lead acid battery. Additionally the model
s currently only valid for the specific battery tested and, for
ccurate modelling of other batteries, the implemented battery
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haracteristics would have to be developed for each new battery
ype through tests and/or manufactures data.

This battery model forms part of an overall model of a domes-
ic CHP FC system. This FC system uses a battery buffer/storage
onsisting of several lead acid batteries, primarily due to cost
easons. Further research will concentrate on battery system
odelling, i.e. of several batteries in series, and the devel-

pment of a monitoring and control algorithm to obtain effi-
ient battery performance and to maintain appropriate battery
ifetime.
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